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Abstract: Conditional phrases provide fine-grained domain knowledge in various industries, includ-
ing medicine, manufacturing, and others. Most existing knowledge extraction research focuses on
mining triplets with entities and relations and treats that triplet knowledge as plain facts without
considering the conditional modality of such facts. We argue that such approaches are insufficient
in building knowledge-based decision support systems in vertical domains, where specific and pro-
fessional instructions on what facts apply under given circumstances are indispensable. To address
this issue, this paper proposes a condition-aware knowledge extraction method using contextual
information. In particular, this paper first fine-tunes the pre-training model to leverage a local context
enhancement to capture the positional context of conditional phrases; then, a sentence-level context
enhancement is used to integrate sentence semantics; finally, the correspondences between condi-
tional phrases and relation triplets are extracted using syntactic attention. Experimental results on
public and proprietary datasets show that our model can successfully retrieve conditional phrases
with relevant triplets while improving the accuracy of the matching task by 2.68%, compared to
the baseline.

Keywords: phrase extraction; pre-training model; information matching; conditional knowledge graph

1. Introduction

Information extraction [1] using deep learning has been discussed in depth in both
scientific research and industrial application across various domains. Information extraction
enables the automatic extraction of entities, relations, events, and others from natural
language text. It plays a pivotal role in domain knowledge constructions, which is crucial
for knowledge-based intelligent applications.

Among various information extraction tasks, relation extraction [2] is designed to
extract the relations contained in the text between entities. A complete relation extraction
consists of entity extraction and relation classification. The entity extraction sub-process,
also known as named entity recognition, detects and classifies the entities in a sentence; the
relation classification sub-process determines the semantic relation between two entities in
a given sentence, which is a multi-category classification problem. Sometimes these two
tasks can be integrated into a joint relation extraction framework [3].

In the industrial field, the knowledge contained in device-related documents is crucial
for device manufacturing and maintenance. Therefore, analyzing the language structure of
documents and extracting device knowledge can provide insight into related information.
Within this device knowledge, conditional information plays a pivotal role. We conducted a
statistical analysis of industrial documents, which shows that 6.25% of all sentences contain
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conditional phrases, and the proportion reaches 16.5% among sentences with important
relations. Relation extraction has been discussed in depth in different domains using
different methods. However, most existing research treats extracted triplets as simple,
static facts without considering the condition of the facts. We argue that facts are relative
to the conditions they apply to. Without knowing the relevant conditions, facts can be
incomplete, contradictory, or erroneous. These errors and this missing information will
propagate to the downstream tasks and cause failures. For example, given the sentence
“fishing vessels should travel at speeds greater than 18 km/h under normal conditions
and travel at speeds less than 22 km/h under emergencies,” conventional relation extract
will find two triplets: “travel_at_speeds-greater_than-18 km/h” and “travel_at_speeds-
less_than-22 km/h.” However, the conditional phrases “under_normal_conditions” and
“under_emergency_conditions” are not recognized, nor can they figure out which speed
is allowed under which condition; decision-making without such information would
be impossible.

To address this issue, we propose to extract conditions together with relations by
adding a condition recognition process on top of traditional entity relation extraction. More
specifically, for the conditional phrase extraction problem, this paper first uses a hybrid
approach of rule-based extraction and similarity-based matching to identify conditional
phrases. After extracting conditional phrases, the correspondences between conditions and
relational triples are constructed. In the example presented in Figure 1, “under_normal
conditions” needs to correspond to the relation triplets generated from “travel_at_speeds-
greater_than-18 km/h,” and “under_emergencies” needs to correspond to the relation
triplets from “travel_at_speeds-less_than-22 km/h.”

Figure 1. Sentence information matching results: “fishing vessels should travel at speeds greater than
18 km/h under normal conditions and travel at speeds less than 22 km/h under emergencies”.
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For the conditional-phrase and triplet-matching problem, this paper uses depen-
dency parsing techniques to assign weights based on the existence of dependencies in
the sentence and the semantic information of the sentence as the attention mechanism.
Moreover, this paper fine-tuned the pre-training model to allow sentences to learn more
conditional information.

The main contributions of this paper to the enhancement effect compared to the
baseline model are:

1. This paper proposes a task framework for conditional phrase extraction and condi-
tional phrase matching. It solves the information-matching task.

2. The MLM task is modified based on the baseline model using domain-specific datasets,
with the addition of conditional boundaries and covering conditional-phrase key-
words to continue the pre-training and enhance the model effect.

3. This paper conducts experiments on the industrial domain and English datasets,
respectively. This paper compares the experimental results and verifies the general-
ization effect of the model.

2. Problem Definition

In the following, we give the formal definition of the problem. We will give the
notion of the key concepts, including sentences, conditional phrases, relational triples, and
conditional triples. Moreover, we will give the definition of the processes of generating the
concepts and their relations.

Sentence: a sentence S is a chronical set of tokens: S = {t1, t2, . . . tn}, where ti is the ith
token in the sentence.

Conditional Phrase: a conditional phrase Scond is a subsequence of a sentence S,
i.e., Scond = ti, . . . tj, where 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n, so that Scond ⊆ S.

A Triple t = {s, p, o} is 3-ary statement, where s is the subject, p is the predicate and o
is the object.

A mapping function Gt: S→ T gives the correlation between a sentence S and a set
of triples T generated from the sentence.

A mapping function Gcond: S → CP extracts all conditional phrases (CP) from the
sentence S.

A mapping function Gct: Scond → Tcond generates a set of triples as Conditional Triples
(Tcond) from a conditional phrase Scond, the set of all Conditional Triples from the sentence
S is thus given by ΣGct(Gcond(S)), and denoted as a superset of CT: ΓCT .

A mapping function map: (T− ΓCT)× ΓCT → Tcor gives the correspondence (in the
form of triple set Tcor) between relational triples (all triples that do not represent conditions)
and conditional triples.

Using the above definition, the entire process of creating conditional knowledge graphs
can be defined as a mapping function G for a given sentence S, where
G = Gt(S) ∪map(Gt(S)− ΣGct(Gcond(S)), ΣGct(Gcond(S))).

From the above definition, it is observable that the conditional KG generation process
is a generic framework, and the mapping of relational triplets and conditional triplets
are orthogonal to the specific labels of the predicates of the relational triplets. In practice,
we can model the correlation between conditional triplets and relation triplets with RDF
reification. Figure 2 gives the KG of conventional triplets (without capturing the conditions)
from the example in Figure 1, and Figure 3 gives the condition-aware KG of the same
sentence using reification. In Figure 3, we have used the predicate “hasTravelSpeed” to
indicate that the vessel has speed, which is different from the meaning of “should travel at
speeds” in the example in Figure 1.
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Figure 2. “Fishing vessels should travel at speeds greater than 18 km/h under normal condi-
tions and travel at speeds less than 22 km/h under emergencies” of the conventional knowledge
graph statement.

Figure 3. “Fishing vessels should travel at speeds greater than 18 km/h under normal conditions and
travel at speeds less than 22 km/h under emergencies” of the conditional knowledge graph statement.

3. Related Work
3.1. Information Extraction

Recent years have significantly focused on extracting information from technical
industrial documentation. Early studies used rule-based methods [4,5], but statistical-based
approaches have gained popularity with the mainstream adoption of statistical thinking [6].
However, traditional methods have been outperformed by newer neural network models.
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Zeng et al. introduced convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [7] that utilize word vectors
and positions as inputs and employ convolutional and pooling layers to derive sentence
representations. This method has yielded better results in relation extraction tasks by
considering location information and lexical features. However, CNNs cannot capture
long-term semantic information, which led to the development of long short-term memory
(LSTM) models. Peng Z et al. [8] proposed a BiLSTM approach based on the Attention
mechanism, which uses a neural attention mechanism to capture important semantic
information in sentences. Lin et al. [9] developed a CNN model with a sentence-level
attention mechanism that assigned higher weights to critical information in sentences.
This paper incorporates dependency relations between words as a critical element of the
task and uses sentence dependencies [10,11] to assign attention weights to obtain critical
sentence information. Vaswani A et al. [12] introduced the Transformer model, which used
an attention mechanism as the entire network structure, producing the best experimental
results at that time. Devlin J et al. [13] proposed the pre-training model BERT, which used
a bi-directional Transformer to enhance relation extraction and ushered in the era of large-
scale pre-training. Thus, this paper uses pre-training models for information extraction and
conditional matching tasks.

In summary, these studies have made some progress in information extraction but have
yet to propose solutions to specific problems in specific areas. This paper builds on them
with pre-training fine-tuning, adding possible solutions tailored to the problem factors.

3.2. Conditional Knowledge Graph

In recent years, knowledge graphs have gradually become a core technology driving
the development of artificial intelligence and play a crucial role in various applications
such as question and answer [14] and information retrieval [15]. This paper observed the
presence of conditional sentences in a certain percentage of sentences in a large amount of
scientific text data. The construction of traditional knowledge graphs relies only on the plain
text extracted from the text and lacks correspondence between the extracted information.
As a result, important conditional information is lost, which limits the expressive power
of knowledge graphs and potentially affects the exploration of downstream tasks, such as
information retrieval. Conditional sentences are widely available in the scientific literature.
Most existing knowledge graphs ignore the impact of conditionals. To address this problem,
Jiang et al. [16] proposed a model for representing and constructing scientific conditional
knowledge graphs, but it needs to handle the overlapping tuple problem. As far as we
know, Jiang et al. [17] were the first to attempt to extract conditional information from text.
They proposed a MIMO model to extract factual and conditional triplets but ignored several
problems. MIMO has two modules: (1) a multi-input module that harnesses recent NLP
development to process the text for input sequences from multiple tasks and feeds them
into a multi-head encoder-decoder model with multi-input gates; (2) a multi-output module
that generates multiple tuple tag sequences for fact and condition tuples, which consists of a
relation name-tagging layer and a tuple-completion tagging layer. However, MIMO cannot
clearly distinguish the inter-constraint relations between triplets and does not consider
the logical relations between conditional and factual triplets. Zheng et al. [18] proposed a
new conditional knowledge graph representation based on Jiang’s, which is in the form of
nested hierarchical triplets, and also designed a text structure hierarchy analysis module to
derive the hierarchical structure of conditional sentences. However, that article focuses on
the task of extracting triplets, whereas this paper focuses on the task of matching between
conditional phrases and triplets. Moreover, this paper is an innovation in pre-training
and model task optimization, which differs from its innovation points. Zheng’s article
does not show good results on complex sentences, for example: “If symptomatic treatment
fails, pharyngeal airway obstruction is possible, and tonsillectomy may be required.” This
article would make “If symptomatic treatment fails” a condition for “pharyngeal airway
obstruction is possible,” and “a tonsillectomy may be necessary” incorrectly as a result
of “If symptomatic treatment fails” and “pharyngeal airway obstruction is possible” in
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juxtaposition, thus losing the “If symptomatic treatment fails” as the “a tonsillectomy may
be necessary” conditional relation.

In summary, while these studies have progressed in the conditional knowledge graph,
they lack a general framework for matching conditional phrases with relation triplets.
Furthermore, certain domains have a high proportion of texts with conditional phrases,
necessitating the creation of an efficient model to map these associations.

4. Approach

In this paper, we propose a three-step approach for conditional knowledge extraction.
(1) Pre-processing: first, we employ an NER model [19] to extract all entities; second,
the entities are individually paired, tagged, and fed into the relation extraction model [20]
as an input dataset; and third, the relation extraction model predicts relations among the
entities, and the data predicted to have relations undergoes conditional extraction. (2)
Extract conditions: the current approach relies on creating an annotated corpus and using
rule extraction to identify sentences that match a set similarity threshold. (3) Information
matching: the matching relation between conditions and triplets is then established. Alter-
natively, we propose an improved method that involves calculating attention weights based
on syntactic and semantic information, generating hidden layer vectors, and performing
binary classification to identify the relevant conditions for each triplet. This paper focuses
on the third step, which is highlighted below.

The framework for matching conditional phrases and triplets is depicted in Figure 4;
it consists of three sub-steps: (1) We fine-tune the pre-training model using the method in
Section 4.1 and use the fine-tuned pre-training model to represent the sentences as hidden
embeddings. (2) We use the method in Section 4.2 to obtain the semantic information of the
sentence and combine it with the dependency distance vector generated by the dependency
syntax matrix as input to the attention layer. (3) We used the method in Section 4.3 to
calculate the final sentence vectors with the attention layer output. Then we extracted the
vectors of entities and conditional phrases to evaluate the information-matching probability
after calculation.

fishing vessels should travel at speeds greater 
than 18km/h under normal conditions and 
travel at speeds less than 22km/h under 

emergencies.

0 0
0 0

0 0
0 0

0 0 0 0
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Figure 4. The framework for matching conditional phrases with triplets.
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4.1. Local Conditional Context Enhancement

WoBERT [21] is a pre-training language model based on lexical refinement, reduc-
ing uncertainty in lexical meaning and modeling complexity. To learn more contextual
information [22] for conditional phrases, this paper extends WoBERT as a novel pre-training
model, condition-BERT (C-BERT). A detailed depiction of Step 1 in Figure 4 is shown in
Figure 5. The “MLM” task below involves randomly selecting a certain percentage of
tokens in a sentence and replacing these tokens with “MASK.” A classification model is
then used to predict the word “MASK.” C-BERT modifies the mask mechanism of the
“MLM” task [23] on top of the WoBERT full-word mask for the pre-training model task.
Our approach is divided into two steps: first, we define the boundaries for the conditional
phrases by marking the start and end positions; second, we mask them at the phrase and
entity granularity, respectively.

Transformer Encoder

T lymphocytes MASK maximum MASK effect & when mixed with equal numbers of MASK MASK &

X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15 X16

demonstrated helper B cells

1 2 3 4

Figure 5. Example of a modified MLM task.

To mark the phrase granularity, we mask all the words in the conditional phrase
except for deactivation. As shown in the Figure 6, given the original text as “under normal
conditions,” the participle process with divide the text into three sequential words: “under,”
“ normal,” and “conditions,” after applying the mask mechanism in C-BERT, it becomes:
“under mask mask.”

Original text

Participle

mask result

under normal conditions

under normal conditions

under mask mask
Figure 6. Sample sentence processing results:“under normal conditions”.

However, the long length of some complex conditional phrases may impact model
training. So this paper adds entity granularity to the phrase granularity. It masks the
entities attached to the conditional phrases. As shown in the Figure 7, given the original
text as “when mixed with equal numbers of B cells,” the participle process with divide
the text into nine sequential words: “when” “mixed” “with” “equal” “numbers” “of” “B”
“cells,” after applying the mask mechanism in C-BERT it becomes: “when mixed with equal
numbers of mask mask.”
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Original text

Participle

mask result

when mixed with equal numbers of B cells

when mixed with equal numbers of B cells

when mixed with equal numbers of MASK MASK

Figure 7. Sample sentence processing results: “when mixed with equal numbers of B cells”.

4.2. Sentence-Level Conditional Context Enhancement

Longer distance dependencies can be better captured using LSTM models, as LSTMs
can learn which information should be remembered and which information should be
forgotten through the training process. However, a further problem with modeling sen-
tences using LSTM is the inability to encode information from back to front. At the finer
granularity of classification, the semantic dependencies in both directions can be better
captured using BiLSTM. Therefore, in this paper, this paper uses the BiLSTM network to
extract semantic features [24] from the text and obtain the semantic features of each part of
the text H = (h1, h2, . . . , hn), i.e.,

→
ht = LSTM

( →
ht−1, ct

)
, (1)

←−
ht = LSTM(

←−−
ht−1, ct), (2)

ht =
−→
ht ⊕

←−
ht , (3)

where
→
ht indicates that the forward LSTM encodes the text information before moment t,

and
←−
ht indicates that the reverse LSTM encodes the text information before moment t.

Concatenate the features
→
ht with

←−
ht to obtain the feature vector ht obtained at moment t,

and the text features H at each moment are obtained by calculation.
After obtaining the semantic features H of each part of the text, to highlight the role

of the features of the semantic structure, this paper uses the “ltp” tool [25] to obtain the
dependent syntactic structure of the sentences. The “ltp” tool supports basic Chinese
natural language processing tasks, including Chinese word separation, lexical annotation,
named entity recognition, and dependent syntactic analysis. The vector H is spliced with
the dependency vectors r, obtained from the dependent grammatical relations, i.e.,

C = hi ⊕ ri, (4)

considering that different dependencies should have different weights, the attention mech-
anism is used to find the weight of the current dependency by using the dependencies
present in the sentence [10] and the semantic information of the sentence as the basis for
assigning weights by the attention mechanism, i.e.,

scoret = uTtanh(W1[ht ⊕ rt] + b1), (5)

αt = exp(scoret)

(
∑

i
exp(scorei)

)−1

, (6)

where ht denotes the semantic features extracted at moment t. ht is fused with rt in the
form of vector splicing; αt denotes the attention weights at moment t. Where u, W1, and b1
are all on-the-fly initialization parameters, parameter learning is performed based on error
feedback from the output layer.

The attention weights for each component of A=(α1，α2，. . .，αn) are obtained through
calculation. Then the model adjusts the weight of semantic features in the feature vector
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according to the attention weights, i.e., by weighting and summing the final feature vector
to obtain the feature representation Z of the final sentence.

Z = ∑
i

αihi, (7)

4.3. Condition-Entity Correspondance Extraction with Syntactical Attention

For a text performing an entity relation extraction task, this paper aims to enable the
BERT model to capture the semantic information of entity pairs with conditional phrases.
In this paper, special positional markers “$” are inserted at the start and end of entity 1,
special positional markers “#” are inserted at the start and end of entity 2, and special
positional markers “&” are inserted at the start and end of conditional phrases. A closer
depiction of the step 3 method in Figure 4 is shown in Figure 8.

CBERT

[CLS]     Z1...$Zi...Zj$...#Zm...Zn#...&Zx...Zy&...Zn

H0

... ... ... ... ... ...

Hi Hj Hm Hn Hx Hy Hn

...

entity1 entity2 phrases

+

CLS-EN1

+ +
CLS-EN2 CLS-PH

+
FC

Softmax

Figure 8. Conditional-entity vector extraction methods.

For a given sentence containing entity 1, entity 2, and conditionals, vectors Zi to Zj,
vectors Zm to Zn, and vectors Zx to Zy are the vectors of the hidden layers of entity 1, entity
2, and conditional phrases, respectively, and then the corresponding vectors are taken out
for averaging:

Zavg1 =
1

j− i + 1

j

∑
t=i

Zt, (8)

Zavg2 =
1

n−m + 1

n

∑
k=m

Zk, (9)

Zavg3 =
1

y− x + 1

y

∑
l=x

Zl , (10)
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the vector is then vector summed with the vector Z0 corresponding to “[CLS]” so that
the final training hidden layer combines the head vector and the vector itself, using this
information to make the BERT model encoding the output vector information enhanced:

Z1 = Z0 + Zavg1, (11)

Z2 = Z0 + Zavg2, (12)

Z3 = Z0 + Zavg3, (13)

the vectors of entities and conditions in the sentence are obtained from the above equations,
and then the BERT-encoded CLS vectors are stitched with these three enhanced vectors to
obtain the final vector Z f inal , which is then fed directly into the fully connected layer for
fine-tuning, and the corresponding relation is finally output via Softmax:

Z f inal = Z1 + Z2 + Z3, (14)

Z f = W
[
tanh(Z f inal)

]
+ b, (15)

p = So f tmax(Z f ), (16)

where W is the weight, b is the bias, and p is the probability corresponding to the final label.
Finally, this model uses cross entropy as the loss function:

Loss = −log pk, (17)

where the sample Label is k. In order to make the model converge more quickly, this
paper uses the Adam method to train the model parameters. At the same time, to avoid
overfitting, this paper uses dropout for processing.

5. Experiment

To validate the efficacy of our method, this paper tested its performance on different
methods using both the Chinese industrial domain dataset and the English open dataset
with similar parameter settings to the baseline model. In this section, this paper describes
our experiments in detail.

5.1. Experimental Setup
5.1.1. Dataset Construction

The Chinese dataset “cpd-cn” is first separated into four components: title, content,
table, and picture. The table and pictures are further processed to match the document’s
structure. The “python-docx” tools identify and extract headings, body text, and tables,
providing structural and content information. The content section is split into sentence-
level information using special symbols. For vector extraction, position marks such as
“<e1>,” “</e1>,” “<e2>,” “</e2>,” “<e3>,” and “</e3>” are inserted at the beginning
and end of the entities and conditional phrases. For Chinese and English, the process of
inserting labels is the same, and the specific algorithm process is as follows:

1. Take out the entity of the sentence in the output of the named entity recognition result;
2. Find the position of the entity in the sentence;
3. Insert the label corresponding to the entity before and after the position in step 2;
4. Input the sentence obtained in step 3 into the relationship extraction model;
5. Take out the sentence with the relationship in step 4, and perform conditional phrasing

Extraction;
6. For the sentence in step 5 where the conditional phrase exists, find the position of the

conditional phrase and perform label insertion.

Since BERT’s glossary does not recognize these marks, they are converted to “$,” “#,”
and “&.” Due to various structural problems in the document, some headings need to be
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recognized, and manual help is needed for the modification. A rule-based plus manual
annotation approach [26] extracts the corresponding conditions from the text. The process
begins with manual annotation to build a condition corpus. The conditions extracted
with rules are then matched with all the data in the condition corpus using text similarity.
A threshold is set, and any data exceeding this threshold is considered the conditions for
that text.

The English dataset “cpd-en” pairs factual triplets extracted from the published dataset
in [17] with conditional triplets. The data are processed to clean up any factual and
conditional-triplet noise, and pairwise labels are assigned. The resulting data include fact
triplets, conditional triplets, and pairwise labels.

The cpd-cn and cpd-en datasets were divided into training, validation, and test sets using
specific ratios, as outlined in Table 1, respectively. The experiment was repeated five times with
small validation and testing sets to ensure accuracy, and the average results were reported.

Table 1. Percentage of data in the Chinese dataset cpd-cn and English dataset cpd-ed.

Dataset Name Dataset Type Amount (Sentence) Percentage

cpd-cn
Training 413 80%

Validation 103 10%
Test 103 10%

cpd-en
Training 319 80%

Validation 79 10%
Test 79 10%

5.1.2. Baseline Method

This paper compares our optimized pre-training model to three other models: WoBERT
on a cpd-cn dataset, BERT on a cpd-en dataset, and the MIMO + MATCH baseline model
on the cpd-en dataset. The primary implementation method of MIMO focuses on extracting
factual and conditional triplets. However, it does not include a method for matching triplets.
To address this, we propose that MIMO + MATCH match conditional and factual triplets
by computing a distance between the corresponding vectors. By using this distance, we
can determine the matching relation between the two triplets.

5.1.3. Parameter Settings

The model parameters on the Chinese dataset cpd-cn and the English dataset cpd-en
are set as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. cpd-cn and cpd-en corresponding model parameter settings.

Dataset Name Parameter Amount

cpd-cn

Batch size 16
Max sentence length 256
Warmup_proportion 0.1

Dropout_rate 0.2
Learning_rate 1 × 10−7∼1 × 10−5

Epochs 10

cpd-en

Batch size 16
Max sentence length 256
Warmup_proportion 0.1

Dropout_rate 0.1
Learning_rate 1 × 10−7∼1 × 10−5

Epochs 15
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5.1.4. Evaluation Methods

For the conditional-phrase and triplet-matching task, performance is measured us-
ing the standard metrics, Accuracy (Acc), Precision (P), Recall (Rec), and F1 value (F1).
The evaluation metrics for the pure relation extraction task are Equations (19)–(21), where
TP indicates the number of positive samples correctly predicted by the model, FP indicates
the number of positive samples incorrectly predicted by the model, and FN indicates the
number of negative samples correctly predicted by the model. The evaluation metrics in
the information matching task are Equations (18)–(21), where FP indicates that the classifier
is identified as correct, but the condition has no matching relation with the triplet, and FN
indicates that the classifier is identified as incorrect, but the condition has a matching
relation with the triplet. Only the correctly extracted relationships form the basis for the
evaluation of conditions.

Acc =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
× 100%, (18)

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
× 100%, (19)

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
× 100%, (20)

F1 =
2× Precision× Recall

Precision + Recall
× 100%, (21)

5.2. Results Analysis

In this section, this paper analyzes the results of each part of the experiment. It shows
that the conditional phrase extraction task is accurate enough for subsequent tasks and
that the overall performance of the optimized model in this paper outperforms other
baselines. This paper has also carried out ablation experiments to verify the effectiveness
of our method.

5.2.1. Phrase Extraction Results Analysis

The final results of this paper, obtained using the rule extraction phrase, phrase
by phrase, and conditional phrase corpus [27] for the similarity matching method, are
presented in Table 3. The table includes the correct rates of conditional phrase extraction
for different similarity thresholds. Based on the experimental results, a threshold of 85% is
selected for subsequent work, as it achieved the highest correct rate of 85.5% for conditional
phrase extraction.

Table 3. Correct extraction rates corresponding to thresholds in the conditional phrase corpus. The
bolded data indicates the best row of results.

Threshold Accuracy

82.5% 84.5%
85% 85.5%

87.5% 82.4%

5.2.2. Model Results Analysis

Our optimized model was evaluated against the existing WoBERT model on the cpd-cn
dataset, as shown in Table 4. The local conditional context enhancement proposed in this
paper significantly improves the effectiveness of the information-matching method com-
pared to the WoBERT model. We observed an improvement in Acc, F1, Recall, and Precision
values by several percentages, further demonstrating the effectiveness of our approach.
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Additionally, Table 4 also presents the evaluation of our optimized model against the
existing and baseline models on the English dataset. The experimental data in Table 4
demonstrates that our method enhances the effectiveness of the information matching
method through local conditional context enhancement on the cpd-en dataset. More-
over, we compared our optimized model with the baseline model MIMO-MATCH and
achieved significant improvements in Acc, F1, Recall, and Precision values, thus proving
the effectiveness of our method.

Table 4. Compares existing WoBERT models on the cpd-cn dataset with our optimized model,
demonstrating the effectiveness of including an attention mechanism based on dependent syntactic
analysis and semantic sentence information and comparison of the BERT model and baseline model
with our optimized model on the cpd-en dataset. The bolded data indicates the best row of results.

Dataset Name Models Acc F1 Rec P

cpd-cn CBERT + attention + BiLSTM(ours) 86.61% 86.65% 86.14% 87.17%
WoBERT [21] + attention + BiLSTM 83.93% 83.21% 83.17% 83.24%

cpd-en
CBERT+attention+BiLSTM(ours) 82.29% 79.48% 79.27% 79.69%

BERT + attention + BiLSTM 76.04% 73.17% 73.17% 73.17%
MIMO [17]-MATCH 68.75% 66.33% 66.25% 66.41%

In this paper, the reasons for the different F1 values on the English and Chinese data
sets are described below:

1. Because of the difference between Chinese and English word splitting, there is no
separator in the middle of each sentence in Chinese compared to English; instead,
there is a sequence of consecutive Chinese characters connected to form a sentence,
which leads to inconsistencies in the word splitting tools. In the Chinese dataset, this
paper adds some specialized words to the dictionary to ensure the correctness of the
word splitting. The inconsistency of Chinese word separation may have a negative
impact on the model, but the inclusion of some specialized words can improve the
accuracy of the separation and have a positive impact on the model.

2. English utilizes a multitude of conjunctions and prepositions to supplement gaps
between actual words, creating dependent and independent clauses to reflect various
relations in a sentence. On the other hand, Chinese emphasizes meaning more than
form, utilizing a looser sentence structure that relies on the relations between the order
of words before and after rather than as much semantic glue between actual words.

3. The WoBERT model utilizes the Jieba split to remove redundant parts of BERT’s word
list while incorporating 20,000 Chinese words; it can improve the model’s performance
and positively impact the model.

5.2.3. Ablation Experiment

In our proposed approach, we conducted an ablation experiment to evaluate the
effectiveness of combining dependent syntactic analysis with the attention mechanism and
semantic information of sentences. Specifically, we evaluated our framework’s performance
with an attention mechanism and contextual sentence information. Moreover, we evaluated
our fine-tuning methods. Results indicate that our proposed method significantly improves
the performance of syntactic analysis in both settings, and fine-tuning methods are effective.

On the cpd-cn dataset, the result of Table 5 compared to Table 4 demonstrates that
using sentence dependency grammatical relations to assign weights to the attention mecha-
nism based on WoBERT significantly improves all indicators. It highlights the usefulness of
pre-including sentence dependency grammatical relations followed by information match-
ing. However, after we added BiLSTM to WoBERT+attention, the F1-value dropped by
0.95%. It is because WoBERT has difficulty identifying conditional contextual information.
However, CBERT initially underperforms WoBERT with only the attention mechanism,
but after adding the BiLSTM layer, the model’s F1-value improved by 4.97%. It is because
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the attention mechanism alone does not capture enough contextual information, but the
BiLSTM layer enhances the model’s ability to learn and leverage context information,
demonstrating the effectiveness of the local conditional context enhancement.

Table 5. Results of ablation experiments with the WoBERT model on the cpd-cn dataset, and results
of ablation experiments with the CBERT model on the cpd-cn dataset. The bolded data indicates the
best row of results.

Dataset Name Models Acc F1 Rec P

cpd-cn
WoBERT 78.57% 79.40% 79.21% 79.60%

WoBERT + attention 85.71% 84.16% 84.16% 84.16%
WoBERT + attention + BiLSTM 83.93% 83.21% 83.17% 83.24%

cpd-cn CBERT + attention 82.14% 81.18% 81.19% 81.18%
CBERT + attention + BiLSTM 86.61% 86.65% 86.14% 87.17%

On the cpd-en dataset, Table 6’s experimental results show that using BiLSTM to add
semantic information leads to an F1-value drop by 7.47%, possibly due to the difficulty for
BERT to recognize conditional contextual information. However, CBERT initially performed
less well than BERT when using only the attention mechanism. However, with the addition
of the BiLSTM layer, the model’s F1-value improved by 2.6%. These results emphasize the
importance of our local conditional context enhancement approach.

Table 6. Results of ablation experiments with the BERT model on the cpd-en dataset, and results of
ablation experiments with the CBERT model on the cpd-en dataset. The bolded data indicates the
best row of results.

Dataset Name Models Acc F1 Rec P

cpd-en BERT + attention 81.25% 80.78% 79.27% 82.35%
BERT + attention + BiLSTM 76.04% 73.31% 73.17% 73.45%

cpd-en CBERT + attention 80.21% 76.88% 76.83% 76.94%
CBERT + attention + BiLSTM 82.29% 79.48% 79.27% 79.69%

In addition, we conducted an ablation experiment to assess the effectiveness of model
fine-tuning using phrase and entity granularity methods. The experiment compared the
performance of the model using only phrase granularity with that using both phrase and
entity granularity on the cpd-cn and cpd-en datasets, respectively. The results in Table 7
demonstrate that the model performs better when entity granularity is added, proving the
effectiveness of our approach.

Table 7. The WoBERT model was fine-tuned on the cpd-cn dataset using phrase and entity granularity,
while the BERT model was fine-tuned on the cpd-en dataset using both phrase and entity granularity.
The bolded data indicates the best row of results.

Dataset Name Models Acc F1 Rec P

cpd-cn WoBERT + Phrase granularity 83.04% 81.18% 81.19% 81.18%
WoBERT + Phrase and entity granularity 86.61% 86.65% 86.14% 87.17%

cpd-en BERT + Phrase granularity 78.13% 76.74% 76.83% 76.67%
BERT + Phrase and entity granularity 82.29% 79.47% 79.27% 79.69%

5.2.4. Case Study

This paper presents a case study that validates the weighting of attention assigned
by the proposed method. Figure 9 illustrates the attention score of our framework on a
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random sentence: “fishing vessels should $ travel at speeds $ greater than # 18 km/h # &
under normal conditions & and travel at speeds less than 22 km/h under emergencies.”
After incorporating syntactic analysis of dependency and sentence context information,
the experimental results demonstrate that high attention scores are primarily distributed
among words with dependency relations. Adding markers makes some vocabulary clearer,
even though not all are apparent. The implication of the attention score is to allow the model
to adjust the weight of the semantic features at each moment in the final feature vector of
the sentence according to the attention weights, which can highlight the role of words with
high relevance in the matching results. From the results, it can be inferred that the model
can focus on words with specific dependency relations in the classification process.

Figure 9. The attention scores for the keywords, random sentence is “fishing vessels should $ travel
at speeds $ greater than # 18 km/h # & under normal conditions & and travel at speeds less than
22 km/h under emergencies.”

5.2.5. Error Analysis

We analyze the errors based on the matching results on the test set. On the one hand,
the model achieves better performance for conditional phrase patterns that frequently
appear in the training corpus, such as “when . . . .” For less frequent conditional phrase
patterns, such as “compared with . . . ,” the model’s results are unsatisfactory. On the other
hand, the model’s results in this paper are somewhat unsatisfactory for cases where the
sentences contain too many triplets and conditions. We will try to use more effective
methods to solve this problem in our future work.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper proposes a framework for constructing conditional knowledge by adding a
novel conditional-phrase extraction and conditional-phrase matching task on top of the con-
ventional relation extraction. In the conditional phrase extraction task, a phrase-matching
corpus is built, which uses phrase similarity matching to extract the conditional phrases
to be extracted from the sentences. After the conditional phrases are extracted, this paper
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uses conditional boundaries to fine-tune the existing pre-training model and later uses the
dependency grammar analysis technique combined with the attention mechanism to match
the conditional phrases with the triplets extracted from the information-extraction tech-
nique. Experiment results show that our fine-tuning approach has to boost implications in
downstream tasks while improving the accuracy of the matching task by 2.68%, compared
to the baseline. The dependency grammar analysis technique combined with the attention
mechanism has boosting implications for matching conditional phrases to triplets while
improving the accuracy of the matching task by 4.47%, compared to the baseline.

While the method proposed in this paper improves the model’s effectiveness, there is
still room for improvement. For the conditional phrase extraction task in this paper, the pa-
per uses rule extraction, manual annotation of a conditional phrase corpus, and sentence
similarity matching, which consumes many human resources. To address this problem,
this paper will later incorporate artificial intelligence to extract highly accurate conditional
phrases without using as many human resources. As the task in this paper is based on
a relation extraction task, the task accuracy also depends on the relation extraction task
accuracy. To address this problem, multi-task learning of the relationship extraction task
and the information matching task will be implemented later in this paper, hoping to
optimize the relation extraction task and the information matching task in this paper. In the
subsequent task knowledge graph construction, as the conditional phrases in the sentences
are extracted in this paper, it is equivalent to adding a new element to the ternary group to
form a quadruple. Therefore, it creates information storage problems during the knowledge
graph construction. In response to this problem, the paper will address the problems in the
subsequent work on the knowledge graph construction task.
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